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Preface

iT is buT natural that ‘Healthy Constitution is close to 
everyone’s heart. Also, everyone is regularly striving to 

maintain a healthy constitution according to their capacity 
and perception. However, the notions regarding a healthy 
constitution and what exactly has to be done to maintain a 
healthy constitution are vague. Actions based on traditional 
beliefs and out dated information are not only ineffective but 
are likely to cause harm. With daily advances in science and 
technology, new concepts should be accepted while conserving 
good practices from the past. 

Our constitution is closely linked with our diet, our 
exercise regimen, personal hygiene, peace of  mind and our 
philosophy of  life. Our lifestyle and daily routine is vitally 
important. Medicines can certainly help to get rid of  existing 
diseases but even a hefty meal of  medicines will not help in 
maintaining a healthy constitution. This book highlights the 
prevailing misconceived notions and helps you understand the 
fundamental principles of  health.           

H. V. Sardesai 
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It Is natural and essential for an individual to desire a good 
health. However, perceptions regarding a good health can be 

vague, unscientific, prejudiced and sometimes entirely wrong. 
"World Health Organization", defines health as, "Not only 
absence of  disease and disability, but physical, mental, social 
and spiritual well being".   

It is necessary to consider the human constitution with 
respect to anatomy, physiology, mind, intelligence, social 
health and perceptions regarding our existence. To some 
extent, many individuals understand four out of the six aspects. 
Mahabharata has defined religion as a guide that steers social 
life and binds society together. 

YmaUmV² Y‘©{‘Ë¶mhþ… Y‘m} Yma¶Vo àOm… 

Understanding principles evoked by religion represents 
realization of our existence and spirituality.

Here, I propose to present our religious and spiritual 
constitutions. 

Man is a social animal. It is not possible for an individual 
to live alone. Therefore, good relations amongst individuals 
are necessary. Religion is a direction provided in this context. 
With a bit of difference, all religions have evoked rules to be 

Our religiOus and 
spiritual health
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followed by an individual for peaceful contented coexistence, 
social progress, stability and security. Some religious tenets 
may become obsolete with time and changes in social values. 
Existing values, which do not change with times, are the real 
religion and if everyone upholds these values, society will be 
healthy and strong and every constituent of society will benefit. 
Sometimes the religious tenets may seem improper and against 
natural instincts. However, religion teaches us that even if you 
do not understand the rationale behind the tenets, it would 
be beneficial to follow them. Faith is fundamental to religion. 
In fact, religion functions on faith. When a faithful individual 
follows religious tenets, its benefit is mental peace. Mental 
peace is not consequential to efforts or material gains. An 
individual may temporarily feel satisfied with material gains but 
nothing other than faith can provide lasting peace. 

An individual can gain knowledge with effort and good 
fortune. Knowledge leads to power and power leads to 
affluence and status. Depending upon the manner in which 
this power is exercised, popularity can be attained. However, 
all the knowledge, affluence, power and popularity or status 
achieved is not eternal but ephemeral. It is not possible to 
attain mental peace with such endeavors. Nurturing faith is 
necessary to attain peace. Religion is a passage to faith and 
nurturing faith is following the religion. 

ldU‘² / Shravanam (Listening), H$sV©Z‘² / Kirtanam 
(Discourses), {dîUmo ñ‘aU‘²/Vishno Smaranam (Remembering 
the almighty), nmX godZ‘²/Paad Sevanam (Touching Feet), 
AM©Z‘²/Archanam (Respect), Xe©Z‘²/Darshanam (Greetings), 
Xmñ¶‘²/Dasyam (Surrender), g»¶‘² / Sakhyam (Camaraderie), 
AmË‘{ZdoXZ‘²/Aatma Nivedanam (Confession) are the nine 
forms of faith/Zd {dYm ^º$s/Navavidha Bhakti. 
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These are the nine ways one can devote themselves to 
God, i.e. Constantly listening to the name and praises of God, 
praising God, remembering God whenever it is possible, 
touching God’s feet, worshipping God, paying a visit to God, 
rendering physical service to God, treating God as a close 
friend and opening up one’s mind to God.

These are the nine forms of faith. Carrying such devotion 
means, keeping one’s religious constitution healthy and 
nurturing one’s faith.   

Faith is a mighty power. The confidence and strength 
required to face adversities are derived from faith. There are 
limitations to our knowledge and strength. Faith is the only 
savior beyond limits of knowledge,.

 Although faith is an individual choice, it is certain that 
blind faith leads to disaster. Uphold the real faith and abandon 
the blind faith. We need to keep our eyes open while placing our 
faith. If we desire material progress, knowledge, wealth, health 
and success, we should have faith in a science based on rational 
thinking, latest scientific knowledge available, discussions, an 
inquisitive mind, an attitude of experimentation and objective 
sincere observation. 

On the other hand, if we seek mental peace, we need to 
have faith in our guru, parents, God and religion or concepts 
of religion. There should be no misunderstanding in society 
about it. We need to do our homework to succeed in exams. 

To be able to accept all kinds of experiences with a 
stable mind, only faith in destiny can help. Physical ailments 
can be cured by proper diagnosis and timely treatment. Only 
the relations based on devotion and renunciation shall keep a 
family united. 

The concept that rational thinking and faith are not 
contradictory, but operate in different spheres, should be clear 
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right from childhood. Else, mental and intellectual growth may 
be alienated and will affect our physical constitution. 

In case of a situation that challenges our faith in a religious 
constitution, our spiritual constitution saves us. Spirituality means 
understanding life and death, and the purpose of our existence. 
It means understanding the rationale governing religious tenets 
and following these tenets. These tenets are generally known as, 
""¶‘ {Z¶‘'' (Yama Niyam), "Tenets of Yama". Aqhgm (Ahinsa), 
gË¶ (Sattya), AñVo¶ (Astey), ~«åhM¶© (Brhamcharya), An[aJ«h 
(Aparigraha), are the five Yamas and ew{MVm (Shuchita), g§Vmof 
(Santosh), Vn… ñdmÜ¶m¶ (Tapaswadhyaya), B©ída (Eeshwar), à{UYmZ 
(Pranidhan) are the rules. 

"Yamas", the five guiding principles states that we should 
not physically, mentally and orally hurt anyone for our own 
comforts, always speak the truth, not to steal, to follow social 
and family ethics and not to amass unnecessary wealth and 
material things ew{MVm (Shuchita) signifies mental and physical 
cleansing, an attitude of contentment, simple living, studying 
one’s own subjects and not being proud of one’s achievements 
with a conviction that one divine power exists in this world, 
({Z¶‘ - Niyamas). Social and individual constitution will remain 
healthy by following the rules (¶‘ {Z¶‘).

When we look around, we find people, sad and 
unsuccessful in worldly life in spite of following the rules. 
Inversely, we find people who are robbers and cheats to be 
rich and famous. Then why follow the religious tenets at all? At 
such a juncture, to understand the tenets, the purpose of our 
existence should be understood. There is an existence beyond 
life and death and success and failure. This existence is not 
affected by happiness or grief, success or failure and profit or 
loss. Spirituality is the science to comprehend this existence. 
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To understand it we need to concentrate on enhancing our 
ability to learn. The mind should be devoid of thoughts or 
emotions. Such an active and thoughtless state is called a state 
of meditation. In this state our intellect is developed and as 
a consequence we can feel the form of our existence and 
understand the meaning of self. Experiencing that the spirit in 
the body and the spirit of the universe are one and the same is 
enlightenment or self realization. The spirit has no beginning 
or end. It just exists. This realization releases you from the 
despair of death, old age and diseases. This state of ecstasy is 
everlasting. Achieving this state should the objective of human 
existence. It has been accepted in the Indian Philosophy that 
knowledge, yoga, action/rite and devotion are the four paths 
to achieve this state. 

Individual ability decides the path. Our guru can guide 
us in this endeavor. Even if our gurus or books provide the 
guidance, the onus of treading the path is on the individual. The 
path of knowledge is for the individuals with divine wisdom. 

 "Ah‘² ~«åhmpñ‘ (I am the universal spirit), "VËd‘{g' (You 
are That), "A¶‘mË‘m ~«åh' (My spirit is universal spirit) and 
"àkmZ§ ~«åh' (Conseiousness, The nature of  the sWpirit ) are the 
four great sentences (‘hmdm³¶o). Understanding their meaning 
through meditation and reflection is walking the path of 
knowledge. To develop the ability to learn another path has 
been prescribed. The path of yoga is for the individual with 
ability to observe strict discipline. Years of penance may be 
required. Perhaps many lives will have to be spent in penance 
but it is necessary to persevere with penance. Through penance 
in the present life, it is possible to get a good lineage in the next 
life: "ewMrVm‘² lr‘Vm‘ Joho ¶moJ^«ï>mo{^Om¶Vo' meaning, if the penance 
is incomplete, the next birth will be in a wealthy and chaste 
family, says the "Bhagvad Geeta". The path of devotion is for 
those who can control their emotions and the path of action is 
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for the rest. The one walking the path of rites should have faith 
in the principle of rites. The principle says that all our deeds, 
direct or indirect, bear fruits. Some deeds provide instant 
results. Such deeds are called "{H«$¶‘mZ H$‘©', deeds involving 
motion. For example, if you drink water you immediately get 
the satisfaction of quenching your thirst. With some deeds, 
it takes longer to bear fruit. These deeds are known as sown 
deeds "g§{MV', akin to sowing a seed. It takes a few months to 
reap the harvest. When a Walnut seed is sowed, it takes forty 
years for the tree to bear fruits. Everything is ordained to take 
place at the right time. This divine design that decides the right 
time is called destiny "{Z¶{V'. Destiny converts sown deeds into 
deeds"àmaãY'. Deeds dictated by destiny bear fruit. The good 
or bad outcome depends on the originally accumulated deeds. 
The only alternative to face the results is knowledge. The 
strength of knowledge can nullify the effects of results.

Till this knowledge (Self Realization/Enlightenment) 
is attained there is no alternative but to face the results of 
individual deeds. This science teaches us to commit ourselves 
to good deeds so that we get good results in the future. What 
is a good deed? When an individual has to choose from 
alternatives, it is but natural that the individual will opt for a 
deed that is dear to him or the one that bestows happiness. The 
religious tenets tell us, to choose the right deed instead of the 
dear one. This is the path to prosperity. 

It is beneficial to tread the path shown by following the 
footsteps of religion and learned gurus. Treading any one of 
the four paths of knowledge, yoga, action/rite and devotion 
can achieve salvation. This state is longer lasting and eternal. In 
this state of eternal peace, the purpose of religious tenets can 
be understood. Following the tenets nurtures faith and faith 
consoles the mind and makes it steadfast. This kind of mental 
health is necessary for a healthy constitution. 
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In essence, taking total cognizance of anatomical, 
physiological, psychological, intellectual and religious 
constitution is keeping a healthy constitution. Today we 
have acquainted ourselves with the religious and spiritual 
constitution. 
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